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1 Introduction
The Chinese restaurant process (CR) takes its name from a seating procedure
observed in a Bay Area Chinese restaurant by L. Dubins and J. Pitman. Imagine customers
1,...,n arrive at a restaurant one after the other. The first customer, labelled one, is seated
at an unoccupied table. When the second customer arrives, with some probability he is
seated at the table with customer one; otherwise a new table is set up for him. When
customer three arrives, he may be seated with customer number one, or with customer
number two (or with both, if customer two was seated with customer one), or a third table
may be opened for him. The process continues until n customers have been seated. Note
that all customers, except for the first one to arrive, are seated randomly.
The seating probability of a CR is defined as: Suppose j-1 customers are seated,
customer j is seated at an empty table with probability proportional to a constant c>0;
otherwise the customer is seated at an occupied table with probability proportional to the
number of individuals at that table.
The Chinese restaurant process just described is sequential; that is, customers are
seated one at a time as they arrive, and once they sit at a table, they remain there. One can
also define non-sequential processes, in which customers are moved randomly from table to
table. In either case, when the seating probabilities depend on a set of sample data (one
observation for each individual in the restaurant), the resulting random partition is called a
weighted Chinese restaurant process (WCR).
The weighted Chinese restaurant process can be used as basis of Monte Carlo
methods to approximate posterior quantities for Bayesian statistical problems in density and
hazard rate estimations, deconvolution problems, image analysis, cluster problems, and
Bayesian semi-parametric problems. For such problems, and for priors driven by gamma or
Dirichlet processes, posterior quantities are averages of partitions of the form
(1)
Íph(pp)π(pp),
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where p={C1,...,n(pp)} is a partition of the set {1,...,n}, h(pp) is a prescribed function
depending on the parameter of interest, and
(2)
π(pp) ã ∏1≤j≤n(pp)g(Ci)
is a probability distribution of p , where g(.) is a known function defined on finite subsets of
integers. The Monte Carlo method suggests to sample p 1,...,ppM from a distribution q(pp),
and to use
(3)
Í1≤k≤Mh(ppk)π(ppk)/q(ppk)
to approximate (1).
In order to have an accurate Monte Carlo sample p 1,...,ppM, it is preferable that q(pp)
be proportional to π(pp); ideally, p1,...,ppM are iid from π(pp) (i.e., exact sampling). But for
a π(pp) of the form (2), such an exact sampling does not seem to be known. There are two
alternatives:
(I)
a Gibbs sampler:
p1,...,ppM is a Markov chain sample; the stationary distribution of the
chain is π(pp);
(II) an sequential importance sampler:
p1,...,ppM is an iid sample from q(pp), where q(pp) is proportional to π(pp) up to a
normalization constant.
Seating probability of the π(pp) plays a key role in defining both (i) and (ii).
2 Seating probability of a WCR
This section discusses seating probabilities defining various WCR distributions of the
form (2). Let p be a partition of {1,...,n}. Delete an integer r (r=1,...,n) in p to form
pè={Còi, i=1,...,n(ppè)} which partitions {1,...,r-1,r+1,...,n}; Cò0 denotes an empty table of
pè. The partitions p and pè differ at only one table. The joint distribution of (ppè,p) is identified
through the conditional (i.e., predictive) distribution of p |ppè and the marginal distribution of
pè.
Lemma 3.1 Assume a distribution on the partition p ~ π(pp) ã ∏1≤i≤n(pp)g(Ci), and
remove an integer r (r=1,...,n) in p to form pè={Còi, i=1,...,n(ppè)}.
(i)
Given pè, the (conditional) probability that r sits at table Còs is
πs(pp|ppè) ã g({r}+Còs)/g(Còs) for s=0,...,n(ppè); g(Cò0)–1.
(ii)
π(ppè) ã ∏1≤i≤n(ppè)g(Còi).
Proof Define ∑(pp) = ∏1≤i≤n(pp)g(Ci); define ∑(ppè) similarly. Note that p and pè differ only
at the table containing r, say, table Cs={r}+Còs.
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If Cs={r}+Còs and Còs is not empty, n(pp)=n(ppè) and
∑(pp) = ∏1≤i≤n(pp)g(Ci)
= [∏1≤i≤n(pp),i≠s g(Ci)] Æ g(Cs)
= [∏1≤i≤n(ppè),i≠s g(Còs)] Æ g({r}∞Còs)
= [∏1≤i≤n(ppè) g(Còs)] Æ g({r}∞Còs)/g(Còs)
= ∑(ppè) Æ g({r}∞Còs)/g(Còs).
(b) If Cs={r}+Cò0, i.e., r sits on an empty table of p è, ∑(pp) = ∑(ppè) Æ g({r}).
(i) follows. (ii) also follows since given the joint distribution, the marginal distribution is
unique. ||
Remarks
(i)
Lemma 3.1(ii) implies that WCRs of the form (for n=1,2,..., and with an abuse of
notation) π(pp) ã ∏1≤i≤n(pp)g(Ci) defines a "consistent" family of finite dimensional
distributions on the space of partitions.
(ii) The seating probability [Lemma 3.1(i)] also defines a sequential seating procedure
which seats customers {1,...., n} IN THE ORDER WRITTEN. The product rule of
probability dictates that the resulting distribution on p has an numerator identical to
∏1≤i≤n(pp)g(Ci). However, each step of the sequential seating requires a normalization
constant 1/Í1≤i≤n(ppè) g({r}+Còs)/g(Còs) for the seating probability, and the denominator is a
product of these renormalization constants. Numerical examples seems to suggest that both
the Gibbs and the importance samplers work well.
Example 3.1 If π(pp) is a discrete uniform distribution, πs(pp|ppè)=1/[n(pp)+1], s=0,...,n(ppè).
Example 3.2 If π(pp) ã cn(PP)∏1≤i≤n(pp)[(ei-1)!], i.e., the CR distribution with parameter
c>0, πs(pp|ppè) ã eàs, s=0,...,n(ppè); c=eà0. To see this, set
g(C) = c Æ factorial of [(# of elements in C) -1],
and g(Cò0)–c in Lemma 3.1. The CR distribution is also called the Polya urn distribution.
Example 3.3 Let x1,...,xn have a joint density f(xj; j“{1,...,n}).{Bayesian mixture
models coresponds to the case that f(xj; j“{1,...,n}) is an exchangeable density.} The data
xi’s are regarded as given and fixed (as in Bayesian and bootstrap methods). Define a WCR
on partitions π(pp) ã ∏1≤i≤n(pp)f(xj; j“Ci). It follows then
πs(pp|ppè) ã f(xj; j“{r}+Còs)/f(xj; j“{r}+Còs) – m(xr| xj; j“Còs).
That is, the seating probability of "r" to the table Còs is proportional to the value of the
predictive density of xr given {xj; j“Còs}.
Articles in the following reference section give more examples.
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